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When it comes to workforce planning - budgeting and planning for payroll, taxes and benefits test the 
skills and judgment of Controllers and CFOs at every organization. And, for small to medium sized 
companies seeking to grow, itʼs very likely these plans will also require robust sales commission data 
and more, so that the management team can keep a sharp eye on performance vs. plan. And therein 
lies the challenge.  
 

While most financial professionals are trained to handle the decision-making process, the real issue is 
that many are still trapped within the confines of complex, error-prone Excel spreadsheets. More than 
that, nearly all mid-size organizations are deploying CRM and HR platforms – systems that generate 
robust data sets, such as employee compensation details and number of sales in a pipeline. These 
data sets have the potential to transform budgets into living documents that can guide companies as 
they embark on ambitious growth plans but are simply beyond the scope of a spreadsheet. 

While most financial professionals are trained to handle the decision-making 
process, the real issue is that many are still trapped within the confines of 
complex, error-prone Excel spreadsheets. 

The purpose of this eBook:  
It offers five factors to consider when 
determining the level of detail, youʼll need 
for your workforce expense budget.  
It also explains why replacing spreadsheets 
with an intelligent planning and analytics 
solution will allow you to create highly 
accurate workforce forecasts that will be 
essential for planning and variance 
monitoring.  



Seasonal Employees
 

When your business is highly seasonal, such as needing to hire additional staff during the 
peak seasons, youʼll want to go beyond the Divide-by12 method. Reflecting the highs and 
lows based on the season can help you, whether you book on a cash or accrual basis, see 
when revenues are heightened, and your payroll expenses are up. Accounting for seasonality 
is also very important for your cash flow budget. Youʼve got to make sure your inventories 
support the anticipated sales and that payroll is tracking with both. Being short on cash 
without a plan isnʼt good for any business. 

5 Factors to Consider When Budgeting and Planning for 
Workforce Expenses

By Department
 

Regardless of your payroll levels, when youʼve got different operating lines, shifts and 
different products, youʼll likely want to spread your expenses by department so that you can 
see your controllable expenses. If youʼre a one product or one service organization, youʼd 
probably want to keep things simpler by expensing all the payroll and related expenses to 
Admin, then allocating it with your overhead. 

Outsourcing Payroll
 

When you outsource your payroll to a third party you may feel limited in how you can book 
the expenses and budget for them. Tracking the expenses can vary a bit as you may want to 
record your labor expenses at the department level, and the lump-sum employee match 
numbers and tax withholdings as Admin expenses. 

The largest part of a budget for many companies is workforce expenses. Salaries, hourly, 
overtime, taxes (employee and employer), 401(k) contributions, insurance, employee stock 
purchases, garnishments, pre-tax items, post-tax items, holiday, sick and vacation pay are 
just a few of the items that make it complex. And that complexity will only increase as your 
company grows and you add more headcount. Here are five factors to consider with 
workforce planning: 

High Turnover Rates
 

If youʼve got some departments such as a call center that have a high turnover rate as 
compared to your Sales team, you can dig deeper into the numbers within the department 
level payroll and adjust them by department at the monthly level. 

Individually
 

This may seem impossible for finance professionals who are working with a spreadsheet-
based budget. Even at a level of 50 employees, budgeting for their deductions and the 
employee matches (and caps) could seem daunting. Youʼll want to see the cash flow 
implications of each employeeʼs taxes and benefits throughout the year as they can be 
different depending on type, position, etc.  



Spreadsheets have one benefit to finance teams: Familiarity. But when it comes to the 
complexity of forecasting a personnel budget, they offer more challenges than benefits: 
 
Accurately calculating total expenses is too complex for spreadsheets. 
 
Payroll is the largest expenditure for most organizations. It is also one of the most complex 
areas of the budget because they must include numerous expenses, such as:
 

Contract, part-time and seasonal workers 
Overtime, premium time and shift differentials 
Caps on FICA and FUTA 
Delayed starts on benefits 
New hires starting mid-month

 

These expenses are notoriously difficult to manage in Excel spreadsheets, as each expense 
could require its own formula, which is complex and error prone. To create a holistic 
workforce plan, financial teams would need to knit multiple  worksheets together.

Challenges with Using Spreadsheets for Workforce Budgeting 
and Forecasting



Additional Spreadsheet Challenges

Spreadsheets do not provide enough security. 
 

Managing personnel data and payroll by spreadsheet offers minimal security. The biggest 
vulnerability is that confidential information can be accessed by people who are not necessarily 
authorized to see those numbers. Even password protection does not provide the level of security 
many organizations require. To have that sensitive data completely secure, you need to be able to 
control who sees what. 
 

Excel Spreadsheets require manual data input from multiple HR and payroll systems. 
 

In the case of personnel expenses, payroll is managed by the Human Resources department. Any 
changes need to be entered manually into the payroll budget. The process of manual data entry is 
fraught with potential for basic human error. 
 

This manual effort precludes you from taking advantage of the rich data sets being generated 
by the other business systems you use. 
 



The Inherent Opportunity

If your budget requires a fair amount of detail, intelligent planning and analytics will be essential. 
Data may be entered or imported at the employee level on a global level, depending on your 
company's needs. 
 

Dynamically calculate all salary and salary-related expenses
Calculate hourly employee salaries automatically, with user-defined overtime and shift-
differential defaults 
Calculate sales commissions 
Generate detailed headcount including Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) reports based on any 
combination of user-defined criteria 
Easily see all the existing employees, new hires, and terminations through the drill-down 
feature

Workforce Planning with Intelligent Planning and Analytics 

Take PEOs (Professional Employer organizations) as example. These platforms 
capture a huge array of data on a per person basis. This data can quickly and 
easily be utilized to prepare a much more detailed budget. 
 
Meanwhile, your CRM solutions supports a wide array of metrics
 that have a direct impact on revenue which may be entered or 
imported into your budget - metrics such as deal size, 
geo-location, type of product, sales cycle, terms and 
discounts required to get deals and average customer 
revenue. Businesses can use this data to predict future 
performance, monitor performance, and plan their 
personnel needs accordingly. 

The real opportunity of a Smart Budget lies in its ability to include a wide array of datasets that will 
help you create a detailed workforce plan very quickly. 
 

The market has seen numerous technology solutions emerge, such as CRM or HR platforms, that 
provide an organization with rich and robust data. You can use this data to create a more accurate and 
valuable personnel/workforce plan. Moreover, that robust detail will enable you to feel more confident 
in your budget, as well as be more assertive in your assumptions. 



Intelligent Planning and Analytics for Workforce Planning

As noted earlier, most small to medium sized companies are looking to grow their revenues and 
market share. But those plan require you to keep a sharp eye on your workforce expenses. With a 
robust workforce planning tool and consolidation of detailed data informing your budget, you can 
easily and accurately track performance to plan and adjust as necessary. 

What our customers are saying:
 

“Being able to make benefit package adjustments and already have the growth 
rates there for salary and wage increases simplifies the whole planning process 
so that we can quickly ask ʻWhat if…? and spend more time evaluating results.”
 
Henry H, Food Lifeline 
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About Centage and Planning Maestro
Centage provides FP&A software solutions that empower Finance teams to lead the way to a stronger, more 
agile business. Our cloud platform, Planning Maestro, makes sophisticated budgeting, planning, and 
forecasting easy and accessible. Intuitive automation accelerates workflows and improves accuracy, enabling 
Finance leaders to deliver reliable information and meaningful insights at the speed of business—without 
straining their resources. Centage gives Finance professionals the tools needed to thrive in todayʼs dynamic 
economy, backed by a team committed to their success.  
 

The platform allows CFOs to build flexible, driver-based budgets, forecast financial performance, analyze 
results, and share critical information across the business. 
 

Planning Maestro connects to virtually any data source – on premise or in the cloud – thereby capitalizing on 
your existing GL/ERP, and BI investments. 
 

It is highly collaborative, allowing finance teams to involve stakeholders across the organization. With 
enforced business logic and adherence to accounting rules, centralized budgets, forecasts and reports remain 
accurate and up to date. 
 

Take your budgeting, 
planning, reporting and 
forecasting to the next level. 

Watch Video Demo

https://www.centage.com/products/planning-maestro/product-demo/

